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	The leading author of programming tutorials for beginners introduces you to Visual C++ 2010


	Ivor Horton is the preeminent author of introductory programming language tutorials; previous editions of his Beginning Visual C++ have sold nearly 100,000 copies. This book is a comprehensive introduction to both the Standard C++ language and to Visual C++ 2010; no previous programming experience is required.


	All aspects of the 2010 release are covered, including changes to the language and the C++ standard..

	
		Microsoft Visual C++ is one of the most popular C++ development environments and compilers, used by hundreds of thousands of developers
	
		Ivor Horton's approach to programming tutorials has achieved a huge following; this book gives beginning programmers a comprehensive introduction to both Standard C++ and Visual C++ 2010
	
		Covers all the language changes in Visual C++ 2010, library additions, new MFC features, changes in the Visual Studio development environment, and more
	
		Also includes a brief introduction to programming for multicore processors in native C++ and C++/CLR processors
	
		Nearly 100,000 copies of this book have been sold in previous editions



	Beginners seeking a complete education in Visual C++ will find everything they need in Ivor Horton's Beginning Visual C++ 2010.


	Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
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Basic Visual Formatting in CSS: Layout Fundamentals in CSSO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Some aspects of the Css formatting model may seem counterintuitive at first, but as you’ll learn in this practical guide, the more you work with these features, the more they make sense. Author Eric Meyer gives you a good grounding in Css visual rendering, from element box rules and concepts to the specifics of managing tricky...
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Arduino: A Quick Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		With this Quick-Start Guide you'll be creating your first gadgets within a few minutes, following the step-by-step instructions and photos throughout the book. You'll build your own motion-sensing game controller with a three-axis accelerometer, connect the Arduino to the Internet and program both client and server...
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Using the C++ Standard Template LibrariesApress, 2015

	Using the C++ Standard Template Libraries is a contemporary treatment that teaches the generic programming capabilities that the C++ 14 Standard Library provides. In this book, author Ivor Horton explains what the class and function templates available with C++ 14 do, and how to use them in a practical context.


	You'll...
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Food Intolerance and the Food IndustryCRC Press, 2000

	(Woodhead Publishing Limited) Provides an authoritative guide to they key issues in dealing with food intolerance within the food industry. Text explains key terminology and the mechanisms of food intolerance, key issues for those trying to minimize the amount of allergens in food, current labeling requirements and international sources of...
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GameMaker EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn all the essential skills of GameMaker: Studio and start making your own impressive games with ease


	About This Book

	
		Learn the core aspects of GameMaker: Studio to create stunning games and share them with the world
	
		Learn how to create games in GameMaker using the GameMaker Language...
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Survey of Operating SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	Holcombe, "Survey of Operating Systems, 3e" is 'your foundation for IT Success!' McGraw-Hill is proud to introduce the third edition of Jane and Charles Holcombe's, "Survey of Operating Systems". This edition is a unique revision of the successful previous editions. Every chapter has been updated to include...
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